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Abstract. Inter-domain routing is ensured by BGP. BGP messages
carry no information concerning quality parameters of routes. Our goal
is to provide domains with information regarding the congestion state of
other domains without any changes in BGP. A domain, which is aware
of congested domains, can choose a bypass instead of a route exhibiting
possible QoS problems. We propose a distributed mechanism sending
alert messages in order to notify domains about other domains con-
gestion state. Our solution avoids �ooding the Internet with signaling
messages. It limits the number of alerts by taking advantage of the hier-
archical structure of the Internet set by P2C and P2P relationships. Our
algorithm is heuristic because it is a solution to an NP-complete and
inapproximable problem. We prove these properties using the Steiner
problem in directed acyclic graphs. The simulation runs show that our
mechanism signi�cantly diminishes the number of unavailable domains
and routes compared to those obtained with �pure� BGP routing and
with a theoretical centralised mechanism.
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1 Introduction

We consider two paradigms for the introduction of QoS into the Internet: �ow-
based and connectionless. The �rst one is based on an individual �ow man-
agement. Generally speaking, the �ow-based paradigm is not adapted to the
inter-domain level. This paradigm may be applied to a small number of criti-
cal requests which need strict QoS requirements. For the other demands of QoS
without strict guarantee, the second paradigm which is connectionless, should be
used. The principle of the connectionless paradigm is represented by the rejec-
tion of �ow management. Packets are divided into classes and the priority tra�c,
packets of the most privileged class, is treated with priority. In [1] we proposed
an algorithm founded on the �ow-based paradigm which �nds multi-constraint
paths in an inter-domain network. In this paper we focus on the second approach.
Our proposition: BGP is a protocol which constructs routing tables in a inter-
domain network. We take as a hypothesis that a domain using BGP arbitrarily



chooses one path from a set of possible paths i.e., a domain uses the same BGP
routing table for all its border routers. If a domain was aware of the conges-
tion state of the other domains, it could choose a path avoiding the congested
domains. Yet, such an approach is unrealistic because 1) it would generate too
many control messages and 2) domain operators would not want to give de-
tails of con�guration and resources of their domains. We propose a mechanism
which is external to BGP and which allows us to select paths avoiding congested
domains. Our mechanism uses incomplete congestion state information to �nd
bypasses which go around congested domains. Our mechanism copes with the
two problems stated above. It could be implemented in a path computation
element (PCE) [2] since PCE has to have a global vision of inter-domain paths.

The studies [3�6] of BGP tables show a hierarchical structure of the inter-
domain network. This hierarchy is induced by the types of relationships con-
necting two domains: P2C (provider to customer) and P2P (peer to peer). In our
mechanism, we use this hierarchy to limit the number of control messages.

A domain using our mechanism needs to know congested domains which are
found only in its neighborhood. Moreover, a commercial contract behind rela-
tionships such as P2C, legitimates the exchange of the information concerning
congestion. Providers payed by their customers should warn them about conges-
tion in order to allow them to change their routing and use networks of other
providers. The second problem stated above is solved because only a minimum
of information is sent to a small number of domains. In this paper we only focus
on the simulation results of our solution. The problem complexity results are
presented in [7].

Related works: An investigated approach to introduce QoS into the inter-
domain consists in either exhanging QoS characteristics between domains [8]
or guessing the QoS characteristics using probe messages [9]. These approaches
need a large amount of information di�cult to collect and to use. In our approach
we propose to use a binary information whether a domain is congested or not.
It is exchanged only by connected nodes.

An utilization of hierarchy in QoS issues appears in some works [10,11]. The
hierarchy described in [10] is arti�cial and it has be contructed. In our propo-
sition, we use the existing hierarchy introduced by P2P and P2C relationships.
We �nd a paper exploring this hierarchy in the routing context [11]. Its authors
use it for a hybrid routing mechanism which works both with link-state and path
vectors. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed utilization of alert message
di�usion conditioned by the inter-domain hierarchy has never been studied.

Paper organization: We give a description of an inter-domain network and
its hierarchy in the next section. We model our problem with the graph theory
in Section 3 and give the results about its complexity and inapproximability.
In Section 4 we describe our mechanism. In Sections 5 and 6 we present the
simulations and their results. In order to judge our algorithm, we confront it
with two extreme solutions: BGP and an on-line theoretical centralized algorithm
which we de�ne in order to compare purposes. Finally, we make conclusions and
outline perspective future works.



2 Problem modeling

The problem modelling takes advantage of a speci�c structure of the inter-
domain network which is composed of independent domains administrated by
operators. Links connecting domains are characterized by two types of relation-
ships: P2C and P2P. A P2C relationship links providers which sell connectivity
to their customers. A P2P relationship exists between two domains which share
connectivity. The studies of BGP tables [3�5] show that these types of relation-
ships introduce a hierarchy in the inter-domain network.

There are layers which compose the hierarchy. The core, Tier-1, on the top of
the hierarchy, is a set of domains which are linked together by P2P relationships.
The domains of the core are not customers of any domain. Usually, the domains
in the layer Tier-j are providers of domains in the layer Tier-k and customers of
domains in the Tier-i, i < j < k. The domains in the layer Tier-i and in Tier-j
are linked together with P2C relationships. Domains in the same layer can be
linked together with P2P or P2C relationships.

The inter-domain hierarchy has an impact on the current inter-domain rout-
ing because routes are established according to commercial relationships. The
only routes present in an inter-domain network are composed of an uphill and a
downhill component. A downhill component is a list of consecutive links labelled
with a P2C relationship. An uphill component is a list of consecutive links la-
belled with a C2P relationship which is dual to a P2C. The uphill and downhill
components are connected either by zero or by one P2P relationship. Such routes
are called valley-free by Gao [5]. We apply this term later in the paper.

We use a graph to model our problem. Let G = (V,A,E) be a mixed graph
(partially oriented [12]) to which we refer later in this paper as inter-domain

graph. A vertex v ∈ V , represents a domain. We enumerate the elements of V
with natural numbers 1, . . . , n. An ordered pair (p, c) ∈ A represents an existing
P2C relationship between a provider p and its customer c. A pair {p1, p2} ∈ E
represents a P2P relationship between domains p1 and p2.

A provider p, which sells a connectivity to a customer c, cannot be a customer
of c. We, therefore, consider that there is no cycle made of P2C relationships in
an inter-domain network [13]. This means that (V,A) is a directed acyclic graph.
The roots of this DAG are the vertices representing the domains of the core.

We de�ne a capacity function c : V → R. The value c(vi) represents an
amount of tra�c which can be transited by vi without overloading it. Let T :
V 2 → R be a tra�c matrix. Each value Ti,j represents an amount of tra�c
which has to be sent from i to j. The tra�c Ti,i represents the internal tra�c of
the domain i. Let R : V 2 → N be a routing matrix. Each value Ri,j represents
the next hop for a packet passing through the domain i which is to be sent to
the domain j. We set Ri,i = i for internal tra�c. We say that a matrix R is
valley-free if, and only if, all the routes which it represents are valley-free.

Given a network, a tra�c matrix, and a routing matrix, we say that a node
is perturbed if the total amount of tra�c transiting through it, emitted by it, and
sending to it is greater than its capacity. A perturbed path is a path containing
at least one perturbed node. Each Ti,j is transmitted on a route induced by the



routing. Tra�c from i to j is perturbed if the route from i to j is perturbed. The
volume of a perturbed tra�c is the sum of tra�c passing on perturbed paths.

Given a network and a tra�c matrix, our problem is to �nd a valley-free rout-
ing matrix which minimizes the number of perturbed nodes (network approach)
and the volume of the tra�c passing along perturbed paths (tra�c approach).

This is an optimization problem with bi-criteria. We focus on the network
approach only because we assume that minimizing the number of perturbed
nodes may be a good heuristic approach to minimize the number of perturbed
paths as well as the volume of perturbed tra�c (see Section 5). Another reason
for choosing the network approach criterion is implied by the operation mode
of the proposed algorithm. According to the algorithm, nodes modifying their
state send alert messages (see Section 3 for details). The minimization of the
perturbed node number limits the number of sent messages.

Given a network and a tra�c matrix, we refer to the above described prob-
lem as the valley-free routing problem. The weight of its solution is the number
of perturbed nodes. In [7] we prove that this problem is NP-complete and inap-
proximable. We use the directed Steiner tree problem for the proofs.

3 Alert sending algorithm

Our distributed algorithm is based upon the principle of sending alert messages
which carry information about the domain congestion state. To avoid taking the
risk of �ooding the entire network with alert messages, we aim to limit the range
of their di�usion. We propose to take advantage of the inter-domain hierarchy to
restrict the alert di�usion range. Each node informs its customers and providers
when it becomes perturbed in order to allow them to change their routing. Each
node also keeps them informed when it returns to an operational state.

Each node is provided with a BGP table and a priority table which stores
potentially congestion-free routes set aside for priority tra�c. The priority table
is same as the BGP table if any node is not perturbed and its providers as well.
The BGP table is altered by classical BGP mechanisms only [14]. The priority
table is altered by our alerts and, occasionally, by changes in BGP table.

Each node contains a list of possible next hops towards every destination.
These lists are constructed with routes announced by BGP. Their construction
guarantees that all next hops satisfy the valley-free property of routes.

Each node can be in two distinct states: green or red. A node state is red

if at least one of the two following conditions is satis�ed: the amount of tra�c
transiting through the node, sending from it and sending to it, is greater than
its capacity or at least one of its next hops which is a provider is in red state.

A node cannot become red because of its customer and peer congestion.
Thanks to this fact, our algorithm avoids spreading of red nodes in all the network
when a single node become red. We use the hierarchy to limit the number of nodes
in red state as well as the messages sent: a node which has a customer or a peer
in red state as a next hop should not be in red state itself. The node which is
not in red state is in green state. The green state is a domain stable state.



Each node stores a table containing states of its neighbors. This table is up-
dated by alerts sent by the neighboring providers and customers when their state
changes. A node changing its state sends messages to its customers to inform
them about its new state. The alerts are sent up and down in the hierarchy, but
the peers do not receive the message so that the spread of messages would remain
limited. The message is composed of: an ID of the node (domain number), a new
state, and a delay d. It enters into the scheduler of the node receiving the mes-
sage where it is processed after the delay d. The received message replaces any
older message which arrived from the same node and is present in the scheduler.

We introduce a notation in order to describe the behavior of a node processing
an alert message. Let BRi and PRi be tables stored in the node i, containing
the next hop for the BGP and the priority routing, respectively. The values
contained in BRi are computed by the BGP classical mechanism. The default
values of PRi are BRi. Let sti be a table stored in the node i containing the
known states of its neighbors. The default values in this table are green.

Let LRi be a table containing lists of the next hops which may be used to
reach every destination. These lists are constructed using the routes announced
by BGP. For a destination j, if there is a path from i to j via a customer of
i, LRi[j] contains all next hops which are customers and which are announced
by BGP. If a next hop is a peer, LRi[j] contains all the next hops announced
by BGP which are peers. Otherwise, LRi[j] contains all next hops which are
providers. These restrictions are useful to keep valley-free property preserved.

Algorithm 1 details the behavior of a node i treating a message m received
from the node j. Steps 3�13 are executed when an alert arrives from a node j
which is in red state. The node i selects then destinations for which the node
j is a designated next hop. The node i then looks for alternative next hops for
the selected destinations. An alternative next hop is chosen uniformly among
domains stored in the set LRi[dest] and indicated as being in green state. If no
node can be chosen, we use the default path stored in the BGP table in spite of
its state. A valley-free route does not include any cycle. Our mechanism keeps
this property preserved because the construction of the LRi table permits us to
replace a customer only by a customer and a provider only by a provider.

Steps 14�24 are executed when the node j is in green state. In this situation,
the node i replaces the nodes mentioned below by the node j: 1) the next hops
whose state is red and which are leading to destinations for which j can be a
next hop, or 2) the next hops whose state is green towards all destinations for
which j is a �natural� next hop according to BGP routing.

In dynamical systems such as networks, oscillations can emerge. In our ap-
proach, this objectionable phenomenon may be introduced by exchanges of green
and red alert messages. We avoid such instability by introducing a delay before
the alert message is processed. Each alert message contains a �eld to store the
delay before the message processing. The messages are sent immediately but the
processing is deferred. The delay is set according to a random distribution in or-
der to avoid synchronization in the network. We use an exponential distribution.
The mean of the distribution is small for red alert and big for green alert.



Algorithm 1 Node i treating a message m

Input: message m = (j, color, delay); tables BRI , PRi, LRi, sti
Output:

1: delete m from the scheduler
2: sti[j] ⇐ color
3: if color = red then
4: for all dest ∈ V do

5: if PRi(dest) = j then
6: let S = {x ∈ LRi[dest]/sti[x] = green}
7: if S = ∅ then
8: PRi(dest) ⇐ BRi[dest]
9: else

10: PRi ⇐ choose_uniformly_in(S)
11: end if

12: end if

13: end for

14: else
15: for all dest ∈ V do

16: if sti[PRi[dest]] = red then
17: if j ∈ LRi[dest] then PRi[dest] ⇐ j
18: end if

19: if BRi[dest] = j then PRi[dest] ⇐ j
20: end for

21: end if

The delay mechanism protecting the network against instability may unnec-
essarily introduce the red state in too many nodes. Therefore, the BGP table
is used by default when no green next hop can be found and instability in the
network leads our mechanism to work temporarily as BGP.

Let us observe that given an instance of our problem: a network and a tra�c
matrix, the goal of a distributed algorithm is to �nd a stabilized routing matrix
minimizing the number of perturbed nodes. The problem of �nding a routing
matrix in a centralized way is NP-complete [7]. Then, a distributed algorithm
�nding a stabilized routing matrix will need an exponential number of messages.

4 Simulations

We use simulation to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. Its performance
will be compared to the performance of BGP and a theoretical centralized al-
gorithm. The performance measures used to make comparisons are the numbers
of perturbed nodes and paths, and the amount of perturbed tra�c. We expect
that BGP will provide the worst results and we will use the results to obtain an
upper bound for the number of perturbed elements. We point out that a cen-
tralized algorithm, studied here for comparison purposes, cannot be considered
as implementable in a network because of its complexity and the huge amount



Algorithm 2 Centralized algorithm

Input: Inter-domain graph G ; list L of demands (source, destination, tra�c)
Output:

1: let R be a routing matrix containing no path
2: sort demands L in decreasing order of tra�c
3: for all qi = (si, di, ti) ∈ L do

4: let pi = �nd preferred path for qi

5: if satisfying qi using pi does not perturb node then
6: add pi to matrix R ; reduce capacity of node in pi by ti ; remove qi of L
7: end if

8: end for

9: while L 6= ∅ do
10: let (sj , dj , tj) = �nd the worst demand in L
11: pj = �nd best path for (sj , dj , tj)
12: add pj to matrix R ; reduce capacity of node in pj by tj ; remove (sj , dj , tj) of L
13: end while

14: return the routing matrix R

of data it has to process. We use it only to �nd a lower bound for the number
of perturbed network elements.

Centralized algorithm: Given an inter-domain graph G and a tra�c matrix
T , our goal is �nd a routing matrix which minimizes the number of perturbed
nodes in a network. Thus, this centralized algorithm does not consider the tra�c
approach i.e., it does not take under consideration the overload of nodes. This
problem is NP-complete and inapproximable. We cannot use any exact algorithm
to solve it even for small instances. Thus, we have to use an heuristic algorithm.

We observe that paths rising in the hierarchy are longer than the other paths.
Moreover, they pass through nodes which may be used to satisfy many demands.
These paths may cause the introduction of many perturbed nodes which degrade
the network performance. For a tra�c demand (s, d, t), where t = Ts,d, we de�ne
that a preferred path is a path which: 1) minimizes the number of perturbed
nodes; 2) is preferably composed of nodes from lower layers.

To �nd such paths, we use an exhaustive route exploration. Exhaustive ex-
ploration runs in exponential time but we are not interesting in the complexity
of this algorithm. For most of the instances the complexity is polynomial. In
practice, exploration time is quite short.

Our centralized algorithm is detailed in the pseudocode 2. The steps 1�10 are
the �rst phase of the algorithm during which we sort the demands in decreas-
ing order of tra�c amount and we satisfy as many demands as we can without
perturbing any node. The introduction of any demand which is not yet satis-
�ed (steps 11�18), produces perturbed nodes. Until there are still unsatis�ed
demands, we search the worst demand and we satisfy it using a preferred path.
We de�ne the worst demand as a demand: 1) whose satisfaction using the per-
fered path introduces the maximum number of new perturbed nodes; 2) whose
amount of tra�c is maximal.



Simulation plan: Our algorithm was tested for inter-domain topologies ran-
domly generated with SHIIP [15]. It introduces the domain hierarchy into �at
inter-domain topologies generated by BRITE [16]. The chosen topologies have
parameters (core size, layer size, node degree) close to the means of a series of
topologies of a given size obtained with SHIIP. The results discussed in the next
section were obtained for a network of 100 domains.

A tra�c matrix T : V 2 → R is initially empty. The matrix �lling procedure is
iterative. After |V |2 iterations we consider the matrix as a full matrix. Starting
from this point we vary the network load. We choose an (i, j) pair where both i
and j are independently and uniformly distributed among the elements of V . We
then set a new tra�c value Ti,j using the same normal distribution as before (Ti,i
indicates a tra�c to be carried inside the domain i). In our simulation we use
α

|V |2N (
√

5, 5) limited to nonnegative values. The scaling factor α, α ≥ 1 allows

us to study series of experiments with a growing tra�c load. We do not specify
a tra�c unit, we speak of Tra�c Unit (TU).

The choice of the time scale is not essential because we are interested in
di�erences between the performances of our algorithm and the performance two
algorithms of reference is expressed in terms of number of perturbed nodes,
paths, and amount of perturbed tra�c. We choose of the exponential distribution
with a mean equal to one time unit.

We also choose the capacities in generated topologies to study networks which
are not over-dimensioned. On the Internet, the largest domains with the largest
capacities are at the top of the hierarchy. We suppose that the domains in the
core are never perturbed. Thus, we choose to set the in�nite capacity for all
of them. We arbitrarily �x the capacity for domains in the Tier-2, Tier-3, and
Tier-4 to 35, 28 and 14 TU, respectively.

The �rst performance measure is the number of perturbed nodes because it is
also the optimisation criterion for our algorithm. The second one is the number
of perturbed paths and the third one is the amount of perturbed tra�c. Both
are strongly in�uenced by the �rst one. We are also interested in particular per-
formance measures inherent to our distributed algorithm. We count the number
of messages sent and the number of network state changes where a network state
is a vector containing current congestion states of all network nodes.

5 Results

In the �rst place we compare the number of perturbed nodes obtained for one
simulation run with our distributed algorithm and BGP (Fig. 1). The volume
of transiting tra�c is heavy enough (α = 2.0) to saturate about 10 percent of
network nodes with BGP approach. Observe that the number of the perturbed
nodes increases quickly and reaches eight nodes when tra�c matrix is �lled
up. The number of perturbed nodes oscillates around this value. Our distributed
algorithm diminishes about �ve times the number of perturbed nodes. The initial
heavy perturbation of six nodes is quickly reduced. Notice also that the shapes
of these two diagrams are very similar. The number of alerts sent depends not



only on the number of perturbed nodes but also on the layers in which these
nodes are localized. The manifestation of four more perturbed nodes can cause
the generation of the same number of alerts messages as the manifestation of
one perturbed node but only if these nodes are situated far from the core.

Two other performance measures, the number of perturbed paths and the
quantity of perturbed tra�c, taken for the same network during the same simu-
lation run, are depicted in Fig. 2. The results for our algorithm are signi�cantly
better than for BGP although our method does not optimize them directly.

To verify the functioning of our method and that of BGP we performed a
series of simulation runs for the same network and tra�c load. The averages of
the numbers of perturbed paths and nodes, presented in Fig. 3, exhibit that our
algorithm works on average �ve times better than BGP for the given network.

The in�uence of the tra�c load on the performance of our algorithm and
BGP is presented in Fig. 4. We used averaged series of simulation runs. Each
series had a di�erent load which varied tra�c light load (α = 1.5) to saturating
load (α = 2.5). We observe that saturating tra�c α = 2.5 is critical for the
network because almost half of the network nodes are perturbed. In this case
the performance of our algorithm approaches that of BGP.

The additional cost of our algorithm in relation to BGP is expressed in the
number of transmitted alert messages. Their values, for one simulation and for
varying tra�c loads are plotted in an accumulative manner in Fig. 5. For any
tra�c load the number messages sent increases rapidly during the tra�c matrix
�lling up period. Next, the number of sent messages increases at a much slower
rate. The increase in the number of sent messages is more signi�cant for heavier
tra�c loads because more nodes become perturbed. As message transmission
causes a change of node states, the number of network state changes follows the
same pattern as those of alert messages.

The methodology applied to the comparison of our distributed algorithm and
BGP cannot be used for a confrontation of our distributed and centralized algo-
rithms. Firstly, computations performed by the theoretical centralised algorithm
for each change in the tra�c matrix is unacceptably time-consuming. Secondly,
the variation of values of the elements of the tra�c matrix one by one (Subsection
VI.B) could be seen as too advantageous for our distributed algorithm.

To evaluate our distributed algorithm, while retaining BGP as a practical
reference, we start from an instant of the problem. It is selected as a typical
network state together with the tra�c matrix from the simulation runs which
have been discussed before. Starting from this point the tra�c matrix is �xed
and we activate our distributed mechanism with routing matrices produced with
BGP and our centralized algorithm. We observe the rate with which it diminishes
the number of perturbed nodes. We compare these results with the number of
perturbed nodes when we use BGP and the centralized algorithm alone.

We compute a lower bound which is the number of nodes perturbed by tra�c
whatever the routing matrix is. For any routing matrix, a node i is perturbed if
the sum of tra�c sent by i and sent to i is greater than its capacity. We do not
consider tra�c transiting through it. This is a lower bound for our problem.



Fig. 6 presents results of our comparison averaged for series of initial instances
with heavy tra�c: α = 2.0. We observe that the distributed algorithm optimizes
routing matrices produced with both BGP and our centralized algorithm. The
perturbation in the network is caused by the routing. A lower bound indicates
that 0.6% of nodes only are perturbed whatever the routing is. This bound is
reached by the combination of our centralized algorithm and the distributed
one. This means that the bound is not only a lower bound but the optimum.
With routing provided by BGP and our centralized algorithm, 9.6% and 4.3%
of nodes are perturbed, respectively. This means that about 9.6− 0.6 = 9.0 and
4.3 − 0.6 = 3.7% of nodes are perturbed only because of the transit tra�c due
to the BGP routing and the routing given by the centralized algorithm, respec-
tively. The combination of BGP and our distributed algorithm is very e�cient
because the average percentage of perturbed nodes is stablized around one per-
cent. This is a better result than that provided by the centralized algorithm
alone and only twice greater than the optimum. This �gure shows that the dis-
tributed algorithms reduces e�ciently the number of nodes perturbed only by
transit tra�c. Moreover, this number is close to the optimal number when the
initial routing matrix is provided by the centralized algorithm. The centralized
algorithm provides solution which are good initial solution for the distributed
algorithm but it is not an eligible solution in practice.

6 Summary and further studies

In this paper we have proposed a BGP independent distributed mechanism in
inter-domain networks to �nd non-congested routes which provides new possibil-
ities missing from the state-of-art inter-domain tra�c engineering. We performed
exhaustive simulation experiments to evaluate the e�ciency of our distributed
algorithm. The obtained results are encouraging and we are convinced that the
proposed distributed algorithm is worth further study.

First, we would like to verify the performance of our distributed algorithm for
an inter-domain network model with the size and the hierarchy of the Internet.
An open issue concerning the Internet hierarchy is notably the presence of sibling
to sibling relationship which we have not investigated yet.

Second, our model assumes that the entire domain can be only in one of
two states. An alternative way is to consider that a domain could be partially
congested. In this case, alert messages could be sent to a subset of client domains
instead of all the client domains. This modi�cation of our algorithms allows us
to reduce the number of sent messages and routing table alterations.

Third, we started our work from the hypothesis that information concern-
ing congestion in the network allows an operator to route priority tra�c on
congestion-free paths. Notice that this is not a unique possibility to take advan-
tage of the results of our distributed algorithm. An operator might prefer to place
priority tra�c on the best routes at his disposal despite their congestion state.
In such a case, the operator redirects non-priority tra�c on non-congested paths
while saving the capacity of the best routes for priviledged tra�c. The operator



decision may depend on route lengths and we would like to estimate them. The
simulation studies presented in this paper consider inter-domain networks with
tra�c entirely seen as a priority tra�c.

Fourth, another issue which we see as a subject of further studies is the
performance of our distributed algorithm in the case of its partial deployment in
an inter-domain network. Our preliminary opinion is that it is naturally adapted
to incremental deployment.

Finally, certain problems appear in our distributed algorithm. It would be
interesting to see how to �nd lengths of delays before alert messages are processed
depending on a given inter-domain network characteristic. We think that more
careful choice of these values may reduce momentary network state �ickering.
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Simulation results for 100 nodes network and a=2.0
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Fig. 1. The number of perturbed nodes for
our algorithm (one simulation run, α =
2.0).
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Fig. 2. Number of perturbed path and
amount of perturbed tra�c for our algo-
rithm (one simulation run, α = 2.0).
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Fig. 3. The number of perturbed nodes
and paths averaged for a simulation run
series, α = 2.0.
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Fig. 4. The number of perturbed nodes de-
pending on the tra�c load averaged for se-
ries of simulation runs.
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messages for one simulation run depend-
ing on the tra�c load.
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